**Performer 5.0 and 5.7 Liter TBI Power Parts**

Edelbrock Performer TBI Power parts are designed to greatly increase performance and driveability in the low to mid rpm range. Performer parts provide incredible power for passing, towing, climbing grades and daily driving. Your stock engine will be more efficient, with the potential for increased mileage.

**#38-4212 Cam Kit** is designed for use with the #38-4695 TBI Manifold and is 50 State Street Legal.

**38-4212**

**Dual Electric Cooling Fan Assembly**

*... For Improved Cooling, Fuel Economy and Power*

Dual Electric Cooling Fan Assembly provides increased horsepower and improved MPG. Electric fans provide increased cooling at idle when needed most and eliminate the draw of a mechanical engine-driven fan. Increased airflow across A/C condenser gives cooler, more consistent A/C temperatures at low engine speeds.

Dual Electric Fan Assemblies have a quiet S-blade design and include a wiring harness, relay, adjustable fan temperature switch, mounting brackets and installation instructions.

A/C Cooling Fan Harness activates the electric cooling fan when the A/C compressor clutch is engaged. Kit includes heavy-gauge wire harness, relay, 30 amp fuse, electrical connections and installation instructions.

**Electric Cooling Fan Kit Keeps Your Engine Cool**

Electric Cooling Fan and high-performance motor give maximum air delivery while working off the electrical system. Fan blade and shroud are constructed of glass-filled nylon for strength and durability; includes mounting hardware as well as easy-to-follow instructions.

Fan Mounting Bracket Kit is recommended for optimum mounting strength and performance on all electric cooling fans.

**#38-4894 Adjustable Thermostat** is sold separately, operates fan only when needed. Adjustable Thermostat is adjustable from 150°-240°F.

Quick Re-Installation Kit contains everything needed to reinstall cooling fan if removed.

**TBI Small Block and Big Block Chrome Air Cleaner Top**

Chrome Air Cleaner Tops are direct replacements for stock air cleaner tops on trucks with throttle body injection. Tops are stamped from 18-gauge steel and triple chrome plated for a high-quality finish and great looks. Sealing ring included.